American Optometric Foundation (AOF) is a philanthropic organization which develops and provides financial support for optometric research and education in vision and eye health.
As Charles Dickens wrote, “It was the best of times, it was the worst of times.” If you turn to the final pages of this Annual Report you will see that the Foundation increased its assets again in 2007-2008. In contrast, the past six months have been challenging for many of us. The financial woes that have stricken the US and the rest of the world have left many investors wondering what's next. At a time when most mutual funds have lost half of their value, your Foundation was affected less than most due to the diversity of our portfolio. Just days before the crises began, we committed 30% of our funds to an annuity paying a fixed rate of 5%. We continue to hold a similar amount in cash. In short, we are weathering the current storm as best we can. Will we be able to support all our endowed fellowships this year? Maybe, maybe not, but as we move forward the Foundation Board and staff will attempt to be good stewards of your investment... your investment in the future of optometry.

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times. Late in 2008, the Foundation received the largest ever single gift from the Estate of Jill Mertz. The Optometric Glaucoma Society recently completed their goal of raising $200,000 for an Ezell Fellowship in glaucoma research. They immediately made a commitment to raise additional funds. These achievements were offset by the loss of a longstanding champion of the Foundation, Fred Rosemore.

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times. This will be my last message as Foundation president. I have had the fortune to lead the Foundation at a time of extraordinary growth sparked by generous corporate supporters, new partnerships and the generosity of Academy Fellows, friends, and families. Just take a look at the graph on this page to see the results of your support, generosity, and leadership. Five years ago the Foundation had one endowed Ezell Fellowship. We now have five. Five years ago the Foundation gave $200,000 in awards. This past year we gave $400,000. Five years ago the Foundation listed 31 individuals or couples in our Presidents Circle. We now have 67 including 15 Gold members. Following my tenure as your President, I have assumed the role of Foundation Development Director. Thus, I will continue to work with donors and sponsors with the goal of propelling the Foundation forward.

I invite you to read on, to enjoy the photographs of Academy friends, and to learn more about the Foundation's growing portfolio of programs. Moreover, I invite you all to become donors or to explore ways to expand your support.

Mark Bullimore, MCOptom, PhD, FAAO
President 2004 - 2008
2008 Ezell Fellows

The William C. Ezell Fellowships were established to provide financial support to postgraduate students who plan to pursue an academic career in optometry and vision science. 2008 was a special year in that it marked the awarding of the first Optometric Glaucoma Society-Ezell Fellowship.

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF OPTOMETRY EZELL FELLOW

Patrick Scott, OD, MS, FAAO
Boston University School of Medicine

**Research Focus:** Examining the histopathology of retinas implanted with prosthetic devices as well as investigating remodeling of the central visual system in animal models of retinal degeneration

“I am deeply honored to have been awarded a William C. Ezell Fellowship. The past as well as current recipients of this award are truly remarkable individuals. I consider it a great privilege to be among the list of those whose achievements and efforts have truly impacted the optometric profession. I am thankful to the American Academy of Optometry and American Optometric Foundation for supporting me during my graduate studies.”

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF OPTOMETRY SECTION ON CORNEA AND CONTACT LENSES EZELL FELLOW

Eric Ritchey, OD, MS, FAAO
The Ohio State University College of Optometry

**Research Focus:** Investigation of molecular mechanisms involved in ocular growth and refractive development

“I would like to thank the American Optometric Foundation and the American Academy of Optometry Section on Cornea and Contact Lenses for selecting me to receive the William C. Ezell Fellowship. I am honored to be considered worthy of an award that has been received by so many talented individuals. The generous support of the AOF and the Section on Cornea and Contact Lenses has provided invaluable support to my growth as a scientist. Through the Ezell Fellowship, I hope to develop the skills that will allow me to make meaningful contributions to the field of Vision Science.”
2008 EZELL FELLOWSHIPS

AMERICAN OPTOMETRIC FOUNDATION
PRESIDENTS CIRCLE EZELL FELLOW

Rachel Redfern, OD
University of Houston College of Optometry

Research Focus: To investigate the role of toll-like receptors in the pathogenesis of dry eye using in vitro and in vivo animal models

“As a young investigator, I am extremely grateful to have my research recognized by the American Optometric Foundation and to receive the prestigious Ezell Fellowship. This award reinforces my decision to pursue a career as a clinician scientist and I am honored to be among an esteemed class of previous Fellows that have made significant contributions to the optometric profession.”

AMERICAN OPTOMETRIC FOUNDATION
PRESIDENTS CIRCLE EZELL FELLOW

Kathryn Richdale, OD, MS, FAAO
The Ohio State University College of Optometry

Research Focus: To evaluate the mechanism of presbyopia by studying age-related changes in the dimensions of the lens and ciliary body, the elasticity of the lens, and the geometry of the entire accommodative system

“I am extremely appreciative and honored to receive an American Optometric Foundation William C. Ezell Fellowship for a second year. I continue to strive to meet the expectations associated with the Ezell Fellowship in my research, teaching and clinical work. I would especially like to thank the members of the AOF Presidents Circle for supporting this award.”

BAUSCH & LOMB EZELL FELLOW

Jessica H. Mathew, OD
University of Houston College of Optometry

Research Focus: 1) Histopathology of the keratoconic cornea using transmission electron microscopy; 2) Topographical and clinical analysis of the keratoconic cornea

“It is such an honor to, once again, be awarded the William C. Ezell Fellowship, presented by the AOF and generously sponsored by Bausch & Lomb. This award has provided me great encouragement and has been an important stepping stone for my academic and research career. The support given by such a prestigious award stimulates young emerging researchers to follow in the footsteps of their mentors. Thank you so much for your continued support and belief in me to uphold this prominent position.”
BAUSCH & LOMB EZELL FELLOW
James Su, BS, MEng
University of California at Berkeley
School of Optometry
Research Focus: Investigation of novel biomaterials to inhibit the progression of high axial myopia

“I’m honored to receive the William C. Ezell Fellowship from the American Optometric Foundation. I would also like to express my sincere appreciation to Bausch & Lomb for sponsoring this prestigious award. This award has made it possible to take full advantage of the opportunities to broaden my research knowledge, maintain and establish new research collaborations, and attend excellent talks and deliver presentations at vision conferences. Thank you for this inspiring recognition.”

BORISH EZELL FELLOW
Dean VanNasdale, OD
Indiana University at Bloomington
School of Optometry
Research Focus: Early detection of pathology in diabetic retinopathy and age-related macular degeneration using polarized light imaging

“I am extremely honored to be a 2008 William C. Ezell Fellowship recipient. This prestigious award means a great deal to young researchers. I am enthusiastic about the future of patient-based research in optometry, and support from programs like the Ezell Fellowship is helping to make significant advances in eye care. I am grateful to the AOF and the sponsor of my Fellowship, the Borish Fund, and Essilor for their substantial contribution to my award.”

CIBA VISION EZELL FELLOW
Tracy Nguyen, OD, FAAO
Indiana University at Bloomington
School of Optometry
Research Focus: Lactic acid transport across the corneal endothelium

“I would like to thank the American Optometric Foundation and CIBA Vision for the renewal of the Ezell Fellowship. It is truly an honor to once again receive such a prestigious award. I’m very proud to be part of the elite group of Ezell Fellows and join the ranks of many of the researchers and educators whom I highly respect. This award not only supports me financially but also provides me with encouragement as I pursue a career in optometric research and education.”
CIBA VISION EZELL FELLOW

Zan Pan, MS, MD
State University of New York
College of Optometry

Research Focus: The involvement of cation channel TRPV1 in hypertonic stress induced proinflammatory responses in corneal epithelial cells

“I am honored to receive this Ezell Fellowship from the American Optometric Foundation. I am grateful to CIBA Vision for providing the financial support of this award. This award symbolizes academic excellence in vision science. I am more than thrilled to join people who paved the way of vision research. The support of the Ezell Fellowship has assured my pursuit of being a professional vision researcher.”

ESSILOR EZELL FELLOW

Bradley Dougherty, OD, MS
The Ohio State University College of Optometry

Research Focus: Clinical low vision research including rehabilitation outcomes and safety of bioptic driving

“I would like to sincerely thank the AOF and Essilor for their generosity and support in awarding me an Ezell Fellowship. It is a tremendous honor to be included in this prestigious group. Past Ezell Fellows have demonstrated with distinction the many ways in which optometric researchers can contribute to the improvement of vision care for our patients and the education of future clinicians and researchers, essentially creating the blueprint for everything that I hope to accomplish in my career.”

GEORGE MERTZ EZELL FELLOW

Wendy Harrison, OD, MS, FAAO
University of California at Berkeley
School of Optometry

Research Focus: Use of multifocal electroretinograms (mFERG) for evaluation and prediction of diabetic macular edema

“I want to thank the American Optometric Foundation (AOF) and The George Mertz Scholarship Fund for awarding me a William C. Ezell Fellowship. I feel very honored to be included in this group of optometrists and vision scientists who have been chosen for this prestigious honor, and I find this award very encouraging as I move forward toward my goals in optometric research and education. I will continue to work hard to uphold the ideals and goals set by the Ezell Fellowship.”
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OPTOMETRIC GLAUCOMA SOCIETY
EZELL FELLOW

Joe Wheat, OD
University of Houston College of Optometry

Research Focus: To investigate the relationship between structural and functional measurements in glaucomatous disease

“It is an honor to receive the William C. Ezell Fellowship award and I would like to thank the American Optometric Foundation and the Optometric Glaucoma Society for their support. This Fellowship will assist me in my research and it is an incentive to continue to strive for excellence. I am both grateful and humbled by this recognition; it is an incredible honor to be listed among current and past Ezell Fellows, and I consider it one of the greater accomplishments in my career in research.”

VISTAKON® EZELL FELLOW

Joe Phillips, BS
University of Houston College of Optometry

Research Focus: Investigating the neurogenic capability of Müller glia cells for the treatment of retinal disease

“I am honored to receive the Ezell Fellowship from the American Optometric Foundation. This generous award will allow me to spend more time in the laboratory, conducting research. The travel funding will help me disseminate my findings and foster new collaborations. Beyond the financial benefits of the award, there is the prestige that accompanies the Ezell Fellowship. I would especially like to thank VISTAKON® for their generous sponsorship of my award.”

VISTAKON® EZELL FELLOW

Lakshman Subbaraman, BSOptom, MSc, FAAO
University of Waterloo School of Optometry

Research Focus: Protein deposition and bacterial adhesion to silicone hydrogel and conventional hydrogel contact lens materials

“I would like to sincerely thank the selection committee of the American Optometric Foundation for honoring me with the prestigious William C Ezell Fellowship and VISTAKON® for graciously sponsoring my Fellowship. This coveted award provides invaluable encouragement and motivation to pursue my future academic and research goals. It will be my earnest aim and endeavor to further the cause of the Foundation, which will in turn serve the society and the world.”
In 1947, inspired by the need to advance optometric research and education, William C. Ezell founded the American Optometric Foundation. As a means to fulfill his vision, AOF established the William C. Ezell Fellowship, which to this day continues to provide financial support to postgraduate students who plan to pursue an academic career in optometry and vision science.

William C. Ezell Fellows

(*denotes current Ezells, names in bold indicate Ezell Club donors)
WILLIAM C. EZELL FELLOWS

John M. Lee
David Y. Lee
John Leven
Dennis M. Levi
Alan L. Lewis
Gary L. Liberman
William F. Long
Gerald E. Lowther
Per Lundmark
Gregory W. Maguire
Luke Mahon
Robert B. Mandell
Ruth E. Manny
Jason Marsack
David Marshall, Jr.
Joy Martin
Martin A. Mass
John Massare
Robert Massof
Jessica Mathew*
Steven M. Mathews
Glen L. McCormack
Marlin T. McKamey
Nancy McNamara
Thomas McWilliams
Lawrence Miller
Stanley D. Miller
John Moxley
Karla Mulcahy
Venki Narayan
Srihari Narayanan
Catherine Neary
Bernard Nevel
Jason Ng
Tracy Nguyen*
Jason Nichols

Kelly K. Nichols
Vigo Nielsen
Harris Nussenblatt
Editha Ong
Deborah Orel-Bixler
Gary N. Orsborn
Lisa Ostrin
Zan Pan*
Anastas F. Pass
Jerry R. Paugh
Paul L. Pease
Louis J. Phillips
Joe Phillips*
Todd R. Pickens
Gilbert E. Pierce
Stuart M. Podell
Kenneth A. Polse
Gary L. Porter
Eugene J. Potvoricky
Paul R. Poynter
Thomas G. Quinn, Jr.
Thomas W. Raasch
Marjorie J. Rah
Carol Dibble Record
Rachel Redfern*
David M. Regan
Arnulf Remole
Rosa I. Revuelta
Kathryn Richdale*
Stuart Richer
Eric Ritchey*
Larry W. Ritter
Danielle M. Robertson
William R. Roscoe
Patricia Rose
Alfred A. Rosenbloom, Jr.

Robert P. Rutstein
Thomas O. Salmon
Dennis L. Sawyer
Paulette P. Schmidt
John P. Schoessler
Clifton M. Schor
David Schultz
Steven H. Schwartz
Julie Scott
Patrick Scott*
Karin M. Seidel
Ronald E. Serfoss
Jerome Sherman
David A. Simmons
Earl L. Smith, Ill
Chris Snyder
William Somers
Mark A. Sommer
Perry Speros
Sruthi Srinivasan
Scott A. Steel
Gregory L. Stephens
Charles R. Stewart
Jerald W. Strickland
James Su*
Lakhman Subbaraman*
Loretta Szczotka-Flynn
Wayne N. Tabachnick
Ellen S. Takahashi
Theanchai Tanlamai
Larry N. Thibos
Tanya Thomas-Ketcham
Thomas D. Thorn
Joseph Trachtman
Gary L. Trick
Ashley Kuang-Mon Tuan

Michael Twa
Daniel Twelker
C. Allen Uniacke
Mark Uslan
Dean VanNasdale*
Richard Van Sluyters
Subha Venkataraman
Suresh Viswanathan
Jeffrey J. Walline
Norman E. Wallis
Richard C. Weber
Barry A. Weissman
Michael D. Wesson
Joe Wheat*
Bradford W. Wild
Thomas M. Wiley
Graeme Wilson
Robert Wojciechowski
Michael J. Woloschak
James A. Worthey
Yen Lee Yap
Milton A. York, Jr.
Joseph R. Zahn
Frank Zisman

American Academy of Optometry
Ezell Fellows
2006: Charlotte Joslin
2007: Jason Ng
2008: Patrick Scott

American Academy of Optometry
Section on Cornea and Contact Lens Ezell Fellows
2003: Melissa Bailey
2004: Loretta Szczotka-Flynn
2005: David A. Berntsen
2007: Jessica Mathew
2008: Eric Ritchey

Borish Ezell Fellows
2007: Tracy Nguyen
2008: Dean VanNasdale

George Mertz Ezell Fellows
2005: Loretta Szczotka-Flynn
2006: Jennifer Choo
2007: Lakshman Subbaraman
2008: Wendy Harrison

Optometric Glaucoma Society
Ezell Fellow
2008: Joe Wheat

Howard Purcell, Irv Borish, Dean VanNasdale, Bradley Dougherty, Rod Tahran and Danne Ventura
2008 CARL ZEISS VISION FELLOWSHIPS

The second class of AOF-Carl Zeiss Vision Fellows—a student from every school and college of optometry in the US, Canada and Puerto Rico—was honored at Academy 2008 Anaheim. These outstanding individuals represent the future of our profession and each received a $5,000 fellowship and a travel award to attend our meeting in Anaheim, and will be sponsored to attend Academy 2009 in Orlando where they will help welcome the third class of Carl Zeiss Vision Fellows.

Seated l to r: Michelle Calder Cardwell, Gelea Ice, Billi Jayne Prinzen, Ashley Scantling and Lynn Trieu
Standing 1st row: Eric Gengenbach, Rachel Brackley, Susana Toledo, Debbie Luk, Elissa Dornbach, Teresa Mathew, L’Erin Harmon, Jennifer Truong, Nathan Lighthizer
Last row: Mark Bullimore, President of AOF; Scott Noal Gunderson, David Meyer, Aarlan Aceto, Stephane Rivard, Steve Mitrakos, Carl Zeiss Vision, Fred Howard President-Americas of Carl Zeiss Vision
Not pictured: James Freddie Hill III
The George and Jill Mertz Scholarship Fund

Last November, the Foundation received a donation of $200,000 from the estate of Jill Mertz, the widow of former Foundation President George Mertz. Friends and Family gathered in October to share memories of Jill and George and to scatter their ashes in the San Francisco Bay. In recognition of this extraordinary donation, the Foundation Board has renamed the George Mertz Scholarship Fund, the George and Jill Mertz Scholarship Fund. The Foundation is grateful to all of Jill and George’s friends and family who have supported the fund. We extend our special thanks to Jill’s sister, Sheri Strickland, and Jill’s father, James Strickland for their generosity.

Optometric Glaucoma Society Completes $200,000 Goal

A little over two years ago the forward-thinking Optometric Glaucoma Society committed to endowing an Ezell Fellowship. The goal was to raise $200,000 from sponsors, members, and clinicians. That goal has been met, due in no small part to the leadership and vision of Murray Fingeret and John Flanagan. In 2008, the Foundation awarded its first Optometric Glaucoma Society Ezell Fellowship to Joe Wheat of the University of Houston.

Fredric Rosemore, OD, FAAO (1923-2008)

All associated with the Foundation were deeply saddened to learn of the passing of Fred Rosemore last year. Fred is survived by his wife Marion. Fred and Marion are long-term supporters of the Foundation and were among the first members of the Founders Circle. Fred was a champion of the Foundation and, as investment advisor, he laid the groundwork for future growth. AOF President, Tony Adams, commented that, “We owe much of the Foundation’s current strength and vitality to the vision, leadership, and generosity of Fredric and Marion Rosemore.”
2008 GLENN A. FRY LECTURE AWARD
To recognize a distinguished scientist or clinician for her or his current research contributions. The recipient is invited to present a special paper at the American Academy of Optometry’s Annual Meeting.
Laura Frishman, PhD, FAAO
University of Houston College of Optometry

2008 MICHAEL G. HARRIS FAMILY AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN OPTOMETRIC EDUCATION
To recognize an optometric educator who has demonstrated ongoing and consistent excellence in education of optometry students and/or advancement of optometric education.
Charles M. Wormington, OD, PhD, FAAO
Pennsylvania College of Optometry at Salus University

2008 JULIUS F. NEUMUELLER AWARD
To provide an opportunity for one selected student chosen by their dean, who submits a 3,000 word paper on a pre-selected topic of interest in optometry, to attend an Academy conference.
Bret Lehman
The Ohio State University College of Optometry

2008 VINCENT SALIERNO SCHOLARSHIP
A rotating scholarship that is awarded to the student chosen by the faculty as most deserving financially and educationally. The scholarship is renewed through the student’s fourth year of optometry school, provided that the student remains in good standing and maintains a 3.0 grade point average or higher for all coursework in optometry school.
Adam T. Gorner
Pacific University College of Optometry
Francisco J. Martinez III
University of Houston College of Optometry
Mary Alice Saluke
New England College of Optometry

2008 ANTOINETTE MOLINARI MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
A rotating, regional scholarship designated to assist an exceptional student who has extraordinary financial needs and, as such, would have difficulty meeting the financial requirements of attending optometry school. The student must maintain a 3.5 or higher grade point average at the time of application.
Marc Kenneth Lay
State University of New York College of Optometry

Michael G. Harris presents the Harris Family Award to Charles Wormington
Laura Frishman (center) is honored by previous Glenn A. Fry awardees
Mark Bullimore presents the 2008 Neumueller Award to Bret Lehman
2008 VSP SEED GRANT
To support research into the efficacy of optometric care and optometric medical interventions.
$42,000 Grant
Nathan Efron, BScOptom, PhD, DSc, FAAO
Queensland University of Technology School of Optometry

2008 VISTAKON® RESEARCH GRANTS
To support basic or clinical research in the area of soft disposable contact lenses.
$25,000 Grant
Danielle M. Robertson, OD, PhD, FAAO
University of Texas Southwestern Medical School
The Role of the Post Lens Tear Film in Lipid Raft-Mediated Pseudomonas Internalization.

$10,000 Grant
Lyndon Jones, PhD, FAAO
University of Waterloo School of Optometry
The Impact of Rub and No-Rub Care Products on Protein Removal and Localization.

2008 VISTAKON® RESIDENCY AWARDS
To promote the practice and development of the field of optometry by providing incentive and support to talented optometric residents who demonstrate a passion and commitment to practice, research and education in the field of contact lenses and pediatric vision.

2008 George Mertz Contact Lens Residency Award
John Laurent, OD, PhD, FAAO
University of Alabama at Birmingham School of Optometry
Catherine Pannebaker, OD
The Ohio State University College of Optometry

2008 Sheldon Wechsler Contact Lens Residency Award
Neeta Chhabra, OD, MS, FAAO
NOVA Southeastern University College of Optometry
Trevor Irish, OD
Northeastern State University College of Optometry

2008 Terrance N. Ingraham Pediatric Optometry Residency Award
Megan Allen, OD
Illinois College of Optometry
Emma Vicuna, OD
University of Houston College of Optometry

Lyndon Jones, 2008 VISTAKON® research grant winner
2008 VISTAKON® AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE IN CONTACT LENS PATIENT CARE
To recognize outstanding fourth-year student clinicians who have demonstrated excellence in contact lens patient care during their optometric education.

Amber Baxter  
University of Waterloo School of Optometry
Sabrina Charrier  
University of Houston College of Optometry
Sally Chetrit  
University of Montreal School of Optometry
James E. Crockett  
University of Alabama at Birmingham School of Optometry
Meali‘inani C. Duarte-Hernandez  
Inter American University of Puerto Rico School of Optometry
Jacqueline M. Haro  
State University of New York College of Optometry
Elaine Huang  
Southern California College of Optometry
Emily S. Kachinsky  
New England College of Optometry
Mindi Kieffer  
Illinois College of Optometry
Nancy Lee  
University of California at Berkeley School of Optometry
Ashley K. McFerron  
Northeastern State University College of Optometry
Angela Noelle Peddle  
Pennsylvania College of Optometry at Salus University
Rachelle Penka  
University of Missouri at St. Louis School of Optometry
Johnlee Romero  
NOVA Southeastern University College of Optometry
Elisa Skadahl  
The Ohio State University College of Optometry
Michel Tommolino  
Michigan College of Optometry at Ferris State University
Casey Wells  
Southern College of Optometry
Nicole J. Wood  
Pacific University College of Optometry
Julie Young  
Indiana University at Bloomington School of Optometry

2008 VISTAKON® ACUVUE® EYE HEALTH ADVISOR STUDENT CITIZENSHIP SCHOLARSHIP
To recognize outstanding third-year student clinicians who best exemplify ideal eye care standards of practice.

Julie Bélanger  
University of Montreal School of Optometry
Augusto Carrion  
Inter American University of Puerto Rico School of Optometry
Tangee Davis  
Southern College of Optometry
Jennifer Deakins  
University of Houston College of Optometry
Stephen Denny  
The Ohio State University College of Optometry
Danielle Gojmerac  
University of Waterloo School of Optometry
Jaime L. Gold  
University of Missouri at St. Louis School of Optometry
Hartley Elise Grubbs  
University of Alabama at Birmingham School of Optometry
Kyla Hunter  
Pacific University College of Optometry
Michael Jorgensen  
Indiana University at Bloomington School of Optometry
Thomas Kunz  
Illinois College of Optometry
Ryan McKinnis  
Pennsylvania College of Optometry at Salus University
Yos Priestley  
New England College of Optometry
Diane Russo  
State University of New York College of Optometry
Tuksaan Satjawatcharaphong  
University of California at Berkeley School of Optometry
Saunya M. Smith  
Northeastern State University College of Optometry
Pauline D. Thai  
NOVA Southeastern University College of Optometry
Sara Lynae Weidmayer  
Michigan College of Optometry at Ferris State University
Jadyn Wilkes  
Southern California College of Optometry
The Foundation would like to convey its heartfelt appreciation to the individuals, groups and corporations whose generosity ensures that the American Optometric Foundation will reach new levels of achievement.

**FOUNDERS CIRCLE**
The American Optometric Foundation’s Founders Circle recognizes major supporters who contribute $100,000 or greater. This contribution can be in the form of cash, appreciated securities, or through a planned gift such as a charitable trust or future bequest.

- **Advanced Medical Optics (AMO)**
- **Bausch & Lomb**
- **Irvin M. and Beatrice Borish**
- **George and Jill Mertz**
- **Carl Zeiss Vision**
- **CIBA Vision**
- **Essilor**
- **William R. Jackson, Jr. Estate**
- **Fredric M. and Marion Rosemore**

* indicates Gold Donor: pledges or gifts of $20,000 or greater

**PRESIDENTS CIRCLE**
The American Optometric Foundation’s Presidents Circle was established in 1997 to distinguish donors who contribute gifts or pledges of $10,000 or more. AOF is deeply indebted to this special group of donors for their loyalty.

- **John Herman**
- **Brien Holden, Deborah Sweeney and Friends of CCLRU**
- **Roberta Hopkins**
- **Richard and Patricia Hopping**
- **Lyndon and Deborah Jones**
- **Joshua Josephson**
- **David and Alyse Kirschen**
- **Pete and Ell Kollbaum**
- **Jerome Legerton**
- **Milton Levin**
- **Gerald and Andrya Lowther**
- **Ruth Manny**
- **Timothy McMahon**
- **Pamela Miller**
- **Joseph and Linda Molinari**
- **Donald Mutti**
- **Kelly and Jason Nichols**
- **William Philbrick**
- **Louis Phillips**
- **Gil Pierce**
- **Robert Portnoy and Gunilla Haegerström-Portnoy**
- **Howard Purcell**
- **Rachel Redfern Rump**
- **Alfred Rosenbloom, Jr. A. Lee Scaief**

* indicates Gold Donor: pledges or gifts of $20,000 or greater

**Academy Board member Bernie Dolan is recognized for joining Presidents Circle**
MAJOR GIFTS

Visionary Circle

VISTAKON® are First Members of the Visionary Circle

When an organization has to create a new giving level, it means someone has done something truly exceptional. VISTAKON®, a division of Johnson & Johnson Vision Care, Inc, have been leaders among leaders when it comes to the Foundation. In the last seven years alone they have contributed over $1 million. With VISTAKON®’s support the Foundation has provided research grants to scores of researchers, funded dozens of Ezell Fellows, and given scholarships to hundreds of optometry students. At the 2008 AOF Celebration Luncheon, VISTAKON® were recognized as the first members of the Foundation’s Visionary Circle. We look forward to others joining them.

CORPORATE SPONSORS

AOF extends it appreciation to the following sponsors, who in the past year provided much-needed support for optometric students and researchers through AOF’s fellowships, research grants, residency awards, scholarships, student award programs and fundraising efforts.

Advanced Medical Optics (AMO)  
Bausch & Lomb  
Carl Zeiss Vision  
CIBA Vision  
CooperVision  
Essilor  
VISTAKON®  
VSP

LEGACY SOCIETY

The Legacy Society recognizes the following individuals who have informed us that the American Optometric Foundation is designated as a beneficiary of a bequest through their will:

Anthony and Elna Adams  
Bill and Honey Baldwin  
Ian and Valerie Bailey  
Brett G. and Robin Bence  
Irvin M. and Beatrice Borish  
Peter D. Bergenske  
Mark Bullimore  
Bert and Lydia Corwin  
N. Rex and Sandy Ghormley  
Sidney and Martha Greenberg  
Michael G. Harris  
William R. Jackson, Jr. Estate  
Detleff and Lila Jans Estate  
Helen Langhoff Estate  
Gerald and Andrya Lowther  
Jill Mertz Estate  
Joseph Molinari  
Stuart Richer  
Fredric and Marion Rosemore  
Rose Salerno  
John Schoen  
Sarita and Ashok Soni  
Anonymous Donor

Mark Bullimore recognizes VISTAKON® as the first Visionary Circle member. VISTAKON® VP Pat Cummings accepts the recognition.

David Kirschen, Lydia Corwin, Bert Corwin and Morrie Kirschen
AOF CONTRIBUTORS

Luminary ($1000 and above)
Tony and Elna Adams
Felix Barker
Brett G. and Robin Bence
G. Richard Bennett
Irvin Borish
Mark Callimone
Barbara Caffery
Michael Chaglassian
Robin Chalmers
Sally Dillehay
Kathy Dumbleton and John Flanagan
Norman and Joy Einhorn

Joan Exford and Donald Korb
Roanne Flom and Thomas Raasch
Walt Flom and Gail Fadenrecht
Charline Gauthier
Diane and Israel Goldberg
Robert Portnoy and Gunilla Haegerström-Portnoy
Alden Haffner
Gordon Harris
John Herman
Robert Hopkins
Jobson Publishing
Lynden and Deborah Jones
David and Alyse Kirschen
Pete and Ely Kollbaum
Bill Long
Jeffrey Magun
Ruth Manny
Jason Marsack
Dennis Mathews
Joseph and Linda Molinari
Donald Mutti
Novartis Ophthalmics
Optometric Glaucoma Society
Thomas Quinn
Jeff Rabin
Rachel Redfern
Fredric & Marion Rosemore
Alfred Rosenbloom
Dave Sattler
Lois Schoenbrun
James Sheedy
Earl L. Smith III and Janice M. Wensveen
Deborah F. Sweeney
Michael Twa
Jeffrey Walline
Joe Yager
Karla Zadnik

Steward ($500 - $999)
Catherine Amos
Ian Bailey
Patrick Caroline
Linda Casser
Judith A. Clay and Edward K. Walker
Shaban Demirel
Mark and Susan Eger
Murray Fingeret
Brad Fortune
Stephen Harney
Charlotte Joslin
Thomas Lewis
Robert Mandell
Kurt Moody
Sam Quintero
Glenda Secor
Ronald Seger
Valerie Sharpe
Richard Weisbarth
James Winnick

Patron ($250 - $499)
Kevin Alexander
Melissa Bailey
Sherry Bass
Douglas Benoit
David Berntsen
Ernest Bowling
Tony Chahine
Anthony Cullen
Michael DePalois
Bernard and Jane Dolan

Barry Farkas
Marcela Frazier
Kit Guan
Stanley Hatch
Anthony Litwak
Richard Madonna
Timothy McMahon
Anastas Pass
Gilbert Pierce
Daniele Robertson
Kevin Roe
John Spalding
Charles Stewart
Michael Sullivan Mee
Loretta Szczotka-Flynn
Ashley Tuan
Manoj Venkiteshwar

Sustainer ($100 - $249)
Leonard Achiron
Diane Adamczyk
Dwight Akerman
Thomas Aller
Michelle Anderson
Sheila Anderson
Max Bailey
Richard Baker
Joseph Barr
Henry Bausback
Edwin Bechtold
Edward Bennett
Willard Bleything
Sandra Block
Eric Borsting
Karen Brandreth
Lester Caplan
José Capó-Aponte
Nancy Carlson
Stephen Chun
Bradley Coffey
Jay Cohen
Robert Cole, III
Susan Cotter
Jennifer Crown
Roger Cummings
Kent Daum
William Dellande
Robin Drescher
James Eakin
Richard Ebling
Kristine Eng
Steven Eyler
Paul Farkas
Karen Fern
Kelly Frantz
Larry Friedman
Laura Frishman
Marc Gannon
Nancy George
N. Rex Ghormley
Bradley Giedd
Gwen Gnadt
Joseph Grant
Robert Greer
Gulden Ophthalmics
Charles Haine
Robert Hannigan
Andrew Hartwick
David Heath
John Hemming
Kristine Hopkins
Ling Huang
Lenore Hummelman
Siret Jaanus
Paul Karpecki
Brian Kawasaki
Chea-su Kee
Patricia Keech
Peter Kehoe
Jonathan Kintner
Barry Kissack
Robert Koetting
Susan Kovacich
Jeffrey Krohn
Dennis Kuwabara
John Laurent
Gary Lesher
Pamela Lowe
David Magnus
Edward Mallett
John Marohn
Wendy Marsh-Tootle
Carol Marston-Foucher
J. Carlos Martinez-Moral
Terry Moehnke
Indra Mohindra
Edwin Murr
Ngozi Musa
Albert Nemiroff
Bernard Nevel
Robert Newcomb
Clarke Newman
Michael Nichols
Thomas Norton
Gary Orsborn
James Osborne
Lisa Ostrin
Richard Phillips
Michael Polasky
C. Ellis Potter
James R. Prince
Susan Resnick
Kathryn Richdale
David Rosenbloom
Robert Rosenstein
Carol Rosenstiel
Robert Rutstein
Thomas Salmon
Hector Santiago
James Saviola
Janice Scharre
Terry Scheid
Jeffrey Schultz
Steven Schwartz
Richard Septon
Jerome Sherman
Joseph Shovlin
Joel Silbert
John Sims
Jennifer Smythe
John Sterling
Mary Jo Stiegemeier
Thomas Stout
Vissett Sun
TRN Health Services, LLC
Danne Ventura
Richard Wacker
Melissa Walters
Amy Ward
Andrew Weibel
Katherine Weise
Sam Williams
Siu Wong
AOF CONTRIBUTORS

Stanley Woo
Yen Lee Yap
Dwayne Young
Randall Yumori

Annual Donors
Linda Arakaki
Association of Regulatory Boards of Optometry
Michael Baertschi
R. Norman Bailey
Roy Baker
Robert Barabas
Veronica Barber
Thomas Barnes
Chad Belanger
Peter Bergenske
Morris Berman
L. Gregory Besler
Debra Bezan
Bernard Blaustein
Kathleen Boland
William Brown
Barbara Brown
Clifford Brown
James Caldwell
Tony Carnevali
Lucy Chen
Leigh Chervenka
Jason Chin
B. Ralph Chou
Ann Clark
Noumia Cloutier-Gill
Nancy Coletta
Lee Cornforth
Bert and Lydia Corwin
John Corzine
Donovan Crouch
Gislin Dagnelie
Charles Dale
William Davis
Dawn DeCarlo
Robert Ebbers
William Edmondson
Timothy Edrington
Garold Edwards
Rita Ellent
Raymond Fada
Rodney Fair
Barbara Fink
Michael Fischer
Suzanne M. Fleiszig
Desmond and Anita Fonn
Frank Fontana
Robert Foote
James Forrest
Stuart Frank
Robert Friske
Patti Fuhr
Amber Gaume Giannoni
Ronald Gilbert
Kathleen Goff
Scott Goldberg
Jeremy Goldman
Geoffrey Goodfellow
Ralph Guiduli
Terry Hawks
David Helfman
Vinita Henry
Richard Hill
Brien Holden
Elizabeth Hoppe
Gilbert Houston
Jeffrey Hovis
Becky Humphreys

Norman Ihrig
Indiana Optometric Association
Jon Ishihara
Kathy Ishimoto
John Jackson
Jerry Jacobs
Carl Jacobsen
Scott Jens
Catherine Johnson
David Jordan
Gregory Kame
Evan Kaplan
Harry Kaplan
Karl Kaufman
Patrick Kiella
Kelly Kingsbury
Ewen King-Smith
Elliot Kirstein
Lawrence Kline
Razmig Knajian
Marjean Kulp
Vasudevan Lakshminarayanan
Lynn Lasswell
Alvin Levin
David Lewis
Richard Lippman
Michael Lipson
David Littlefield
Archima Major
John Malcom
Harue Marsden
John Maurillo
Harvey Mayers
Jeffrey McFeely
Alan McKee
Janice Mignogna
Patricia Modica

James Armstrong, Carl Zeiss Vision and Jennifer Smythe

Timothy Morand
Donald Murphy
David Naparstek
John Nevelow
Jason Ng
Jeffrey Nyman
Christopher Olson
Charles Paepke
Patti Palmer
Zan Pan
Ralph Parkansky
Nimesh Patel
Darin Paulson
Neil Pence
Donald Pitts
Ward Ransdell
Kristin Richwine-Elledge
Brett Ringger
Estate Planning

Contributions received through bequests are a vital part of our planned giving program and help endow future programs and initiatives. A donor may choose to designate the American Optometric Foundation as the recipient of a bequest through his/her will by naming AOF to receive a specific dollar amount or a percentage of the residual estate. Gifts by will enable a donor to make a significant contribution to AOF while retaining full control of his/her assets.

To include a bequest to the American Optometric Foundation in your will, we suggest this simple statement: “I give, devise, and bequeath to the American Optometric Foundation, 6110 Executive Boulevard, Suite 506, Rockville, MD, 20852, the sum of $_____ (or _____% of my residual estate, or otherwise describe stocks, bonds, real estate, or other assets) to be used for general purposes (or describe a specific purpose).”
American Optometric Foundation

AOF FELLOWS & LIFE MEMBERS

AOF FELLOWS
(DONOR CATEGORY CLOSED)
Stanley J. Yamane
Dan O. Yoshii

AOF LIFE MEMBERS
(DONOR CATEGORY CLOSED)
Roy C. Adams
Dennis Albert
Emerson Albright
G. Blake Alexander
Roy B. Archer
Edwin H. Ashendorf
James S. Bailey
Bob L. Baldwin
William R. Baldwin
Boyd B. Banwell
Oscar L. Barnes
Thaddeus W. Bartles
Harold B. Bell
Irving Bennett
Charles A. Benson
Emile J. Bernard Jr.
Arthur W. Biber
William E. Blackman
Irvin M. Borish
Wayne L. Brock Jr.
Frank A. Broome
Fred Burnett Jr.
Lucia S. Burnell
Paul D. Burnell
Glynn C. Capps
F. William Carter
Neil R. Cays
Joseph A. Chambers

James C. Guard
Earl W. Guinn
Edwin B. Harrison
James C. Hatton
Jon K. Hayashida
Kent B. Hill
Daniel D. Hinson
Ned Hobb
David G. Hodgkins
J. M. Hoffer
Westwood H. Holliday
Edward F. Holman
Richard L. Hopping
E.O. Hubbard
Earl J. Hunt
Lester Hussey
Robert L. Irby Sr.

Donald L. Jensen
Robert G. Jewell
Rodger T. Kame
Sandra S. Kantorek
Christine K. King
Ronald J. Knox
Robert Koetting
Jack C. Lafferty
Donald H. Lakin
James Lane
Jack D. Lawrence Jr.
David Leach
Henry D. Ledbetter
Jerome A. Legerton
Milford T. Levene
Joel S. Levy
William J. Livingston

Morrie Kirschen and Don Korb
AOF FELLOWS & LIFE MEMBERS

A.P. Majors
Wayne F. Martin
Charles H. May
Claude H. McConnell
James W. McCullough
Charles McQuarrie
Ralph F. Mead
Garland Melton
George W. Mertz
Roy G. Meyers
Ralph E. Mitchell
George M. Miyake
Eugene J. Mobley
Joseph C. Moore
William L. Moore
Morton E. Muir
Carl R. Muth
James A. Myers
Thomas R. Nagy
Bernard A. Nickel
Elmer Nossaman
Michael Obremskey
Leonard Osias
James A. Palmer
W.W. Patterson
John D. Perry
Weston A. Pettey
Robert P. Pharr
Donald G. Pitts
Lester L. Porter
Costos Poulos
Arthur Queen
Edna Remillard
Paul E. Resler
Harry K. Richardson

J. Clayton Richardson
Winiford A. Ritchie
Sam T. Roberts
Alan B. Robertson
John D. Robinson
Glyndon Rowe
Jack Runninger
Barney G. Russell
Sam O. Russell
Henry Sawyer
Ricahrd Schiller
Charles B. Schooler
Gordon Schultze
Robert B. Schwaner
R. Lewis Scott
G. William Seabold
Leo P. Semes
Robert J. Sennett
Edward H. Shannon
Thomas M. Shoaf
David Simpson
James S. Simpson
Judy Sloan
Mary Sloan Smith
Blake Smith
Thomas W. Smith
Claude R. Snowden
Herbert Solomon
Sarita Soni
Ralph J. Spagnuolo
Richard W. Spencer
Arthur H. Spitz
Steven R. Stanek
James D. Studebaker
Michael J. Tamarkin

Samuel H. Templeman
Paul W. Thielking
Byron E. Thomas
Charles B. Thompson
Thomas E. Tucker
Paul E. Van Arsdall
Frederick Van Nus
Kenneth Weinberg
Donald L. Wennerberg

P.C. Whittlesey
Robert F. Williams
Walter R. Wilson
Howard P. Winton
Robert M. Wold
Melvin D. Wolfberg
Henry L. Wolfe
Chuen Y. Wong

AOF Board member Catherine Amos and Irv Borish at the AOF booth
2008 AUCTION DONORS

AOF wishes to thank the following contributors to the 2008 silent auction:

Brett G. Bence
William Benjamin
Irvin Borish
Mark Bullimore
Bert and Lydia Corwin
Kathryn Dumbleton and John Flannagan

Sarah Flanagan
N. Rex and Sandy Ghormley
Wendy Harrison
Lisa Lonie
Ruth Manny
Jane Ann Munroe
Lorraine Voorhees

Alyon Wasik
Orlando World Center Marriott & Hawk’s Landing Golf Club
Park Hyatt Toronto
Hoya Vision Care
CIBA Vision

Meltzer Group Benefits
Optometry Giving Sight
Essilor of America
AAO Cornea and Contact Lenses Section

Brett Bence donates a signed baseball photo to the auction
Irv Borish with auction winner Earl Smith III
Glenda Secor and Danne Ventura examine a fine quilt at the AOF auction
FINANCIAL SUMMARY

JULY 1, 2007 - JUNE 30, 2008


Total Assets $2,851,520 $2,464,407
Total Liabilities $96,464 $19,712

NET ASSETS

Board-Designated Endowments $566,745 $420,889
General Unrestricted $457,049 $373,603
Temporarily restricted $1,309,118 $1,229,017
Permanently Restricted $422,144 $421,186
Total net Assets $2,755,056 $2,444,695

REVENUE, SUPPORT AND GAINS

Unrestricted $856,017 $628,768
Temporarily restricted $80,101 $326,709
Permanently restricted $958 $240,675
Total Revenue, Support and Gains $937,076 $1,196,152

EXPENSES

Education and Research Support $457,437 $337,983
Fundraising $113,594 $79,510
General and Administrative $55,684 $40,500
Total Expenses $626,715 $457,993

FISCAL YEAR 2008 EXPENSES

The American Optometric Foundation’s audited financial statement may be obtained by writing to:

American Optometric Foundation
6110 Executive Blvd., Suite 506
Rockville, MD 20852 USA
2007-2008 Board of Directors
Mark Bullimore, MCOptom, PhD, FAAO
President
Anthony J. Adams, OD, PhD, FAAO
Vice President
Timothy McMahon, OD, FAAO
Secretary-Treasurer
Peter D. Bergenske, OD, FAAO
Past President
Catherine Amos, OD, FAAO
Kathy A. Dumbleton, MSc, MCOptom, FAAO
Philip Keefer
David Kirschen, OD, PhD, FAAO
Brian Levy, OD, FAAO
Joseph F. Molinari, OD, MEd, FAAO
Lois Schoenbrun, CAE, FAAO (Ex-Officio)
Executive Director, AAO/AOF

AOF Past Presidents
William C. Ezell, OD  1947-1961
Herbert L. Kent, OD  1961-1963
Emmons L. Eichhorn, OD  1963-1968
Bernard C. Jander, OD  1968-1970
O. Doyle Dannenberg, OD, FAAO  1970-1972
Spurgeon B. Eure, OD, FAAO  1972-1974
Thomas F. Brungardt, OD, FAAO  1974-1976
Ned P. Hobbs, OD, FAAO  1976-1977
Harold E. Davis, OD FAAO  1977-1979
John R. Kennedy, OD, FAAO  1979-1981
Carl W. Childress, OD, FAAO  1981-1984
Sanford E. Kaps, OD, FAAO  1984-1986
Emile J. Bernard, Jr., OD, FAAO  1986-1988
V. Eugene McCrary, OD, FAAO  1988-1989
Bob L. Baldwin, OD, FAAO  1989-1990
Stanley J. Yamane, OD, FAAO  1990-1991
Dale L. Lervick, OD, FAAO  1993-1994
Bert C. Corwin, OD, FAAO  1995-1996
P. Sarita Soni, OD, MS, FAAO  1997-1998
Earl L. Smith, III, OD, PhD, FAAO  1999-2001
George W. Mertz, OD, FAAO  2001-2002
Peter D. Bergenske, OD, FAAO  2002-2004